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In this paper we work in a categorical setting which includes the most 
usual algebraic ategories, for example, groups, rings (associative, com- 
mutative), or algebras (associative, commutative, Jordan, Lie, etc.). Such a 
setting is supplied by the theory of Q-groups in the sense of Higgins [S]. 
Let 9 be a variety of Q-groups and g E 9 a subvariety, with associated 
quotient functor U: 9 + 99. Several authors have shown that the first Baer 
invariant of an object A in 9, g,(A) = L, U(A), plays an important role in 
the study of the relationship between extensions of U(A) in the subvariety 
&J and general extensions of A in 9. In the particular case where 9 is 
a variety of groups, Leedham-Green and Mackay showed, in [S], the 
existence of a live term exact sequence of abelian groups, for any group A 
in 9 and any U(A)-module M in &?, 
0 + B’(U(A), M) -+ 9’(A, M) + Hom,(g’,(A), M) 
--+ B*( U(A), M) --t 9*(A, M). @I) 
The sequence (S,) relates the first cohomology groups in 9 with those in 
g. In [ll], Lue also showed the existence of a sequence in which the first 
four terms of S, appear. These sequences generalize the well known exact 
sequence of universal coefficients for groups cohomology 
0 + Ext(A,,, M) --t H2(A, M) + Hom(H,(A, Z), M) -+ 0, 
which results from (S, ) when 9 is the variety of all groups and 9J the 
subvariety of abelian groups. 
In [ 121 Modi defined the nth Baer invariant of an object A in 9 relative 
to the variety .!?8, using Keune’s homotopical theory [7], as the value of the 
nth left derived functor of the quotient functor U in A, BJA) = L, U(A), 
n 2 1. In this paper we prove that BJA) is a U(A)-module in 99, and there- 
fore it is an A-module in $9 via the canonical projection A -++ U(A). Then 
we show that the sequence (S, ) always exists, for any U(A)-module M in 
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58, and in the case where gJA) = 0, 1 d r < it - 1, there also exists an exact 
sequence 
0 + W( U(A), M) -+ 9Y(A, M) + Hom,(&(A), M) 
-t~B”+‘(U(A),M)~~“+‘(A,M). (Sn) 
When 9 is the variety of all groups and 5? the subvariety of abelian 
groups, the nth Baer invariant of a group A is just the integral homology 
group H,(A, Z), and then the sequence S, gives the well known universal 
coefficients isomorphism 
H”(A, M) z Hom(H,(A, Z), M) 
for any group A with H,(A, Z) = 0, 2 6 r < n - 1, and any trivial A-module 
M. So, the existence of the sequence (S,) can be seen as a generalization 
to arbitrary varieties ofQ-groups of the above classical result for cohomol- 
ogy of groups. 
As an immediate consequence of the existence of the sequences (S,), we 
will prove that the Baer invariants of an object A in 9 are trivial at dimen- 
sions less than n (a’,(A) = 0, 1 < r < n - 1) if and only if for any U(A)- 
module M in g’, the canonical morphism a”( U(A), M) + .!Y(A, M) is an 
isomorphism for r 6 n - 1 and a monomorphism for r = n. Let us note that 
there are some interesting examples in which 8,(A) is zero (see [6,9, lo]). 
If we moreover suppose that A is a g-perfect or a g-splitting object (i.e., 
U(A) is zero or a retract of a &free object, respectively), we obtain an 
isomorphism g’(A, M) r Hom,(&Q(A), M) as a direct consequence of the 
sequence ( Sz). 
1. MODULES IN A VARIETY OF Q-GROUPS 
This section recalls ome facts about modules over an object in a variety 
of Q-groups. We will need these facts in the rest of the paper. 
Let us suppose D =Q,uQ, uQnz a set of operators (none of weight 
greater than 2), with only one operator of weight zero (denoted by 0), just 
two of weight two (denoted by + and *, respectively), and at least one of 
weight one (denoted by -). 
An Q-group is a set A together with n-ary operations, one for each 
operator in Q of weight n, which satisfy: 
(i) The set A, together with the operations which correspond to the 
operators +, -, and 0, is a group. 
(ii) The operation which corresponds to * is distributive with 
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respect o that which corresponds to + (i.e., x * ( y + z) = (x * y) + (x * z) 
and(x+y)*z=(x*z)+(y*z)forallx,y,z~A). 
(iii) For all OEQ,, o(x*y)=w(x)*y=x*o(y) and if of -, 
then o(x + y) = o(x) + o( y) for all x, y E A. 
The category of Q-groups has Q-groups as objects and Q-group 
homomorphisms as morphisms, where an Q-group homormorphism is a 
map which preserves all the operations. 
We will suppose 9 a variety (in the sense of Birkoff) of the category of 
R-groups. Then 9 is complete, cocomplete, and has a zero object. Note 
also that for any surjective morphism in 9, p: A -+ B, the set 
N= {a~A/p(a)=O} . IS an object in 9, the inclusion u: N 4 A is the kernel 
of p, and p is the cokernel of u. 
An ideal of an object A is a subobject which is the kernel of some 
morphisms with domain A. It is clear that a subobject N of A is an ideal 
iff it is a normal subgroup of A and for all x E N and a E A the elements 
x * a and a * x are in N. 
An object M in 9 is called singular if it is abelian as a group and if 
M * M = 0. Given an object A, by an A-Module in 9 we mean a right split 
exact sequence in 9, 0 + M + E rs ’ A + 0, with M a singular object. Such 
a sequence is determined, up to isomorphism, by A, M, and the induced 
actions of A on A4, 
ax = s(a) + x - s(a), 
a*x=s(a)*x and x * a = x * s(a), for all XEM, ~GA; 
note that E is isomorphic to the Q-group A4 x1 A (semidirect product), whose 
underlying set is the Cartesian product A4 x A and whose operations are 
4x, a) = (w(x), da)) 
(x, a) + (x’, a’) = (x + Ox’, a + a’) 
(x, a) * (x’, a’) = (x * a’ + a * x’, a * a’). 
Then an A-module is just a singular object M together with certain actions, 
in such a way that the Q-group MX A is an object in 9. 
An A-module morphism is a commutative diagram 
O-M- E-A-0 
1 1 II 
O-M’BE’YA-0 
or equivalently a morphism f: M + M’ which is compatible with the 
actions. The corresponding category of A-modules is equivalent to the 
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category of abelian group objects in the comma category 9/A, i.e., the 
category of A-modules in 9 in the sense of Beck. An equivalence is given 
by the functor which associates to any A-module M the object 
MXA -+pr A in &#/A. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let M be an A-module in 9 : 
(i) Given a morphism rl/ : A’ + A, M is an A’-module in 9 with actions 
dx = swx, 
a’ * x = $(a’) * x, and 
x * a’ =x * $(a’), forallxEManda’EA’. 
We will say that M is an A’-module via $. 
(ii) If N is an ideal of A, and it acts trivially on M (i.e., ux= x and 
a * x = 0 = x * a, for all x E M and a E N), then M is an A/N-module in 9, 
with the corresponding induced actions. 
Proof (i) Mxl A’ is the pullback object in 9 
MM A’ ( (J.1) , A’ 
(ii) N acts trivially on M if and only if N is an ideal of MM A by 
the inclusion x ++ (0, x). In this case the semidirect product MX (A/N), 
according to the induced actions of A/N on M, is an object of 9 since it 
is isomorphic to (Mxl A)/N. 1 
Finally, recall that for any object $ : B + A in 9/A, there is a natural 
bijection Hom,,,(B -rJ’ A, M XI A + A) E Der(B, M), where Der(B, A) 
denotes the abelian group of derivations of B into the B-module, via the 
morphism $, M (i..e., maps q: B + M satisfying 
?(X + Y) = v(x) + WY), 
r&x * y) = (r(x) * Y) + (x * V(Y)) and q(4x)) = 4r(x)), for all x, Y E W 
For more details ee Orzech [13]. 
2. THE HOMOTOPY GROUPS ARE MODULES 
In this Section we prove that all homotopy groups of a simplicial object 
A. in a variety of Q-groups 9 are ZZO(A.)-modules in 9. This fact will be 
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used to see how Baer invariants are modules, since they can be calculated 
as the homotopy groups of certain simplicial objects. 
Simpl(9) will denote the category of simplicial objects in 9. The 
(Moore) homotopy groups of a simplicial object A. (shown in Scheme 1) 
are defined, as in the case of simplicial groups, by 
Z7,(A.) = 
n:=,Ker(di:A,-+A,PI) 
4, 1(n7=o Ker(di: A,))’ n A,,+ 30. I -, 
A. = . . . 
0 
d d d 
0 0 0 
SCHEME 1 
We will denote 
N,(A.) = h Ker(d;: A, + A,, ,) 
i=O 
and 
f) Ker(di:A,~+l -A,) , 
i=O > 
so IIJA.) = N,(A.)/Z,(A.). 
LEMMA 2. Let A. be a simplicial object in 9. Then, for all n 3 0, I,,(A.) 
is an ideal of A,, and therefore II,, is an object in 9. 
Moreover, ,for all x E A,, and a E N,,(A.), n 3 1, we have 
[x + a -xl = [s;ldg(x) + a - s:d{(x)], 
[x * a] = [sid:(x) * a], and 
[a * x] = [a * .$d;(x)], 
where square brackets are used to denote equivalence classes in I7,,(A.). 
ProoJ: For all XEA, and yEn:=,Ker(di:A.+, +A,), the elements 
x+d,+,(y)-x=d,+,(s,,(x)+y-sn(-~)), 
x*d,+,(y)=d,+,(s,(x)*y),and 
d,+,(L’)*x=d,+,(y*s,,(x)) 
are in Z,(A.). Consequently ZJA.) is an ideal of A,,. 
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Now, to prove the identities inthe lemma, let us first observe that 
[x+a-x]= [a] and [x*a]=O=[a*x], 
for all HEN, and XEFI,, with d,(x) =0 for at least one index j in 
{ 1, 2, . ..) n - 1). 
In fact, let us write u + u - u - v = [u, uJ (the commutator); the elements 
2 = Us,(x), .L@)ll - us,- 1(x), SF, -- ,cata + . ‘. 
+(-1Y-’ ‘L~,+,(x),~~,+I Cal4 + (- l)” -‘Usi+ Itx)9 sj(a)l E An+ I 
and 
2’ = s,(x) * s,,(a) -s, ,(x) * s, ,(a) + ‘. . 
+(-1)‘~-‘~~‘s,+,(X)*S,+,(a)+(-l)”‘-’s,+,(x)*s,(a)EA.+, 
are in n;=, Ker(d,: A,,+, + A,,). Moreover, d, + ,(z) = [x, a1 and 
d,,+ ,(z’) =x * u, so [x+ a- x-a] =0= [x * a] in Z7,(A.); analogously 
[a*x]=O. 
Consequently, if x, y E A, are elements such that d,(x) = d,(y) for some 
Odj<n-1, then [~+a-x]=[~+a-y], [x*a]=[v*a], and 
[a * x] = [a * y] for all LZE N,(A.). So 
[x+u-xl= [s,. ,d,(x)+u-s,- ,d,(x)] 
= ts~-zdt,~~2(X)-s~_2d~~2fx)1 
= [s:. &: Ax)+--; ~d-3(41 
= . . . = [s;;d;;(x) + a- s;;d;;(x)] 
and analogously 
[x * a] = [s;;d;t(x) * a] and [a * x] = [a * s;;d;;(x)]. a 
The following proposition is already known in particular contexts, for 
example, groups or associative algebras. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A, be a simpliciuf object in 9. Then I7,(A.) is a 
I7,(A.)-module in 9, for all n 2 1, with actions 
C’I[x]= [s;f(y)+x-s;;(y)], 
CYI * [xl = [G(Y) * xl and [xl * CYI = cx * G(Y)1 
for XENJA.) andyEN,,(A.)=A,. 
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Proof: The identities in Lemma 2 warrant that ZZ,(A.) is a singular 
object in 9. 
To prove that ZZ,(A.) is a ZZO(A.)-module in 9, let us first observe that 
it is an A.-module. 
&‘,(A.) is an ideal of A,, then we have a short exact sequence 
N,(A.) G A, 4 A,/N,(A.) and by pulling back a long p, we obtain a 
right split short exact sequence 
Nn(A.1 L A, XA,/,,‘,(A.) A, cd, A,, 9 
where i(a) = (a, 0), q(x, z) =z and d(x) = (x, x). Since ZJA.) is an ideal 
of A,, it is also an ideal of A, x.~,,~(,,,A, via the inclusion 
Z,(A) 4 N,(A.) 4i A, x a,,N,~A.~A,. So we have a diagram of short exact 
sequences in 9 
Zn(A.) Zn(A.1 
I 
NrSA.1 - A, x A,/N,(A.) A, -f&i A, 
I 
4 
nn(A.) - 
A, XA,,/N,(A.) A A 
ZJA.) -?+ 
in which the bottom row is an A.-module in 9. The actions of A, on 
ZZJA.) are 
“[a] = [x+a-X], x* [a]=[x*u], and [a]*x=[a*x]. 
Now, we consider ZZ,(A.) as A,-module in 9 via the morphism 
st : A, + A,. Then, using Proposition 1, since ZZ,,(A.) isthe quotient of A, by 
the ideal d,(Ker(d,: A, --$ A,)), to see that ZZ,,(A.) isa ZZ,,(A.)-module with 
the announced actions, we only have to observe that d,(Ker(d,: A, -+ A,)) 
acts trivially on ZZ,(A .). 
Let UE N,(A.) and y~Ker(&: A, + A,). The elements of A,,, 
z=s;f(Y)+s,(u)-s;;(y)-s,(s;;-‘(y)+u-s;;-’(y)) 
z’=s;l(y)*s,(u)-s,(s”,-‘(y)*u) 
are in fir=, Ker(d,: A,, 1 -+ A,). Moreover 
d,+,(z)=(s;td,(y)+u-s;ld,(y))-(s;;~’(.~)+u-s~~’(y)) 
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and 
Then 
“““[a]=[s6~‘(y)+a-s;;-‘(y)] and d,(y)* [a]=[$-‘(~)*a], 
but d,(y) = 0, so using Lemma 2 we have 
[SE-‘(y)+a-s”,-’ (y)l= C@o(.Y)+a-@cl(Y)l= Cal 
and 
[s;;- ‘(y) * a] = [s;;d,( y) * a] = 0. 
Therefore ‘~(“)[a] = [a], d,(y) * [a] = 0, and, analogously, [a] * d,(v) 
=o. 1 
3. AN EXACT SEQUENCE IN COHOMOLOGY OF SIMPLICIAL Q-GROUPS 
The object of this section is to establish an exact sequence of abelian 
groups 
0 --+ H”(Cosk”(A.), M) s H”(A., M) A Hom,,,,.,(n,,(A.), M  
/ 
H”+ ‘(CoskqA.), M) --% H’+‘(A., M), 
n > 1, for any simplicial object A. and any 17,(A.)-module M in a variety 
of Q-groups 9. This sequence will be used to deduce the exact sequence 
(S,) (which was announced in the Introduction). We will also identify the 
corresponding sequence for n = 1 with that obtained by Leedham-Green 
and Mackay in [S]. 
We will start by recalling some aspects of simplicial objects and their 
cohomology. 
Let A. be a simplicial object in 9, A = ZZ,(A.), and M an A-module in 
9; the nth cohomology group of A. with coefficients in M. H”(A., M), is 
defined as the n th cohomology of the cochain complex of abelian groups 
Der(A., M)= . ..Der(A.-., M)a Der(A,, M) 
5 Der(A,+ ,, M) + ..., 
where 6” = Cy=, (- l)j di* and M is an A.-module via the canonical 
morphism A, + A. 
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The elements of the group Z”(A., M)= Ker(G”) are called n-cocycles 
and those in B”(A., M) = Im(P’) n-coboundaries. Thus H”(A., 44) = 
Z”(A., M)/B”(A., M), n>O. Clearly H”(A., -) is a functor from the 
category of Z7,(A.)-modules in 9 into the category of abelian groups; 
moreover, a simplicial morphism f.: A. + B. induces a natural group 
homomorphisms H”(f., M): H”(B., M) -+ H”(A., M), for any Z7,(B.)- 
module M, where M is also considered as a 17,(A.)-module via the 
morphism Z7,(f.) : ZI,(A.) + 17,(B.), in such a way that 
H”(f., - ): H”(B., - ) -+ H”(A., - ) 
is a natural transformation between functors from the category of Z7,(B.)- 
modules to abelian groups. Let us note also that if f. and g.: A. + B. are 
homotopic simplicial morphisms then the homomorphisms H”(f., M) and 
H”(g., M) are the same, and in particular if A. and B. are homotopically 
equivalents then H”(A., M) z H”(B., M). 
Let us now recall that an n-truncated simplicial object consists of objects 
A,, A,, ..., A , and the usual face and degeneracy morphisms between them. 
If we designate by Tr” Simpl(9) the category of n-truncated simplicial 
objects of 9, the functor “truncation at level n” 
tr” : Simpl(9) + Tr” Simpl(g), 
admits a right adjoint coskn, called the n-coskeleton functor. A construc- 
tion of the n-coskeleton of a truncated complex can be done by using 
simplicial kernels, as follows :
Given an n-truncated simplicial object A.,, n 2 1, the n + I-simplicial 
kernel of A.,, is an object, denoted by d,, l(A.,,), together with morphisms 
d,: A,,+,(A.,,) +A,,, O<idn+ 1, which is universal with respect to the 
property didj=dj-,di for all 0 < i<j<n + 1. The object A,+I(A.,,) is, up 
to isomorphism, the subobject of the product A,, x A, x ‘.fJ x A, whose 
elements are those (n + 2)-tuples (x,, x1, . . . . x,+ I) satisfying d,(xj) =
d,-,(x,), O<i<j<n+l. And the morphisms di: A,+,(A.,,)-rA, are the 
projections. 
Let us note that there are degeneracy morphisms s,: A, -+ A,, ,(A.,,), 
0 < j < n, determined by the identities 
d,sj=s,pId, if i <j, 
djsj=d,+,sj= l,“, and 
d,s, = djsi- , if i>j+ 1, 
in such a way that Scheme 2 is an (n + 1)-truncated complex. Then, 
Cask”: Tr” Simpl(9) -+ Simpl(9) is obtained by iterating simplicial kernel 
construction. 
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A.n+l (A. $ __._.______.._.,._._~.~..~...: _._ I 1 
d 
0 
A .___..._..__._._....................... 1 A  . . 
n n 
d 
0 
Al - Ao 
d 
0 
SCHEME 2 
Given A. a simplicial object, its n-simplicial kernel is defined by 
d,(A.) = A, tr”- ‘(A.) if IZ > 1 and A,(A.) = AoxnOcA.,Ao, i.e., the kernel 
pair of the canonical epimorphism A, + 17,(A.). The unity of the adjunc- 
tion d. : A. -+ cask” trn(A .) consists of identities atdimensions < n, and the 
canonical morphism 
64 .A n+l. n+~ -)A,+l(A.); 4, I(X) = (do(x)> d,(x), . . . . 4, I(x)) 
at dimension n + 1. 
The endofunctor Cosk” = coskn tr”: Simpl(9) + Simpl(9), n b 1, is also 
called the n-coskeleton jiinctor. 
A simplicial object A. is called aspherical if the morphisms 
d,: A, + A,(A.) are epimorphisms for all n >/ 2. The O-coskeleton functor 
Cask’: Simpl(9) -+ Simpl(9) is defined by 
Cosk’(A.) = cosk’(A,(A.) =: A,). 
The above facts are what we will need to develop this section. More 
details about the above constructions can be found in [3]. 
The following proposition characterizes the homotopy groups II, of 
a complex A. as lir,(A.)-modules, by a universal property. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A. be a simplicial object in 9 and n b 1. Then there 
exists a natural derivation 5: A,, ,(A.) -+ II”( such that the composition 
A It+1 +&+I A n+ ,(A.) +< I7JA.) is zero, where ZZJA.) is considered as a 
A,, ,(A.)-module via the canonical morphism A,,+ ,(A.) + i7,(A.). 
Moreover, for any I7,(A.)-module M and any derivation CY : A,, + ,(A.) -+ M 
with aall,,, = 0, there exists a unique I7,(A.)-module morphism, f, which 
makes the diagram 
A,+,(A.) ’ +n,(A .) 
El Jf 
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commutative. In other words, for any l7,(A.)-module M, the sequence 
O- Hom,,(,.,(fi,fA.), W ‘* + Der(d,+ ,(A.), W 
d* 
d Der(A, + , , M) (1) 
is exact and natural (in A. and M). 
ProoJ: Let us denote Oi: d,, ,(A.) + d,,, ,(A.) as the map given by 
@i(%, Xl 9 ‘.‘, x 1+ I) = L-6 XI, . . . . -x,+ ,I - s;(x;), O<i<n. 
Observe, using the simplicial identities, that the element 
OnOn-,‘..Og(Xg,X,, . ..). Y,,+,) 
has all its components, up to the last one, equal to zero. Then we write 
O,O,~, .. ~~o(xo,x1,~~~,x,+,)=(o,o ,..., O,O(x,,x I,..., x ,,)) 
for @(x0, x1, .  .  x,,+ ,I an element in N,(A.) and we define 
r(-%, Xl, . ..> x,,+ ,I= C@(x,, Xl, ..., x + ,)I, 
where square bracket denotes equivalence class in Z7,(A.). 
If we consider z = (x,,, x, , . . . . x, + , ) any element in d, + ,(A.), the follow- 
ing facts have a straightforward proof: 
(a) Z-O,(~)=s~(x~)=d,,+,s~(x,)~d,,+,(A,,+,) and therefore z- 
(0, “” 0, @(Z))~&+,(~,,+,). 
(b) If a E N,(A.) is an element such that z - (0, . . . . 0, a) Ed,,+ ,(A,+ ,), 
then c(z) = [a]. 
(c) For O<i<n, tOi=<. 
(d) For any XEA,, and O<i<n, 
<(a n+ISi(x)+z-~ n+ ,si(x)) = [Isid, + O(z) -s;d,(x)l 
= c4xq(z). 
(e) For l<i<n+l, consider Bi the ideal of d,+,(A.) whose 
elements are in the form (0, . . . . 0, yj, . . . . yn+ ,). Then O,(z) E B, and if z E B,, 
also O,(z) E B;,, . 
TO prove that 5 is a derivation, let us first see that the restriction f 5 
to Bi are morphisms in 9, for all 1~ i 6 n + 1. 
For i = n + 1, the restriction r/B,, + I is just the composition of the two 
canonical projections B,, + , -+ N,(A.) and N,(A.) + n,(A.), and therefore 
t;lBn +I is clearly a morphism. 
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Suppose now that Q’B, is a morphism. Then, for any elements 
z = (&II, XI > . ..> x, + I ) and z’ = (xl, x’, . . . . xb+ ,) in Bj 1, we have 
<(z+ z’) = ((O,& ,(z + z’)) 
=4(@, ,(z)+~,*+,s,~,(x,)+~;~ I(z’)--n+,s,-,(xJ) 
=5(@;-,(z))+5(4+1s, I(x,)+~,~I(z’)--~+Is, -lb,)) 
(since r/B, is a morphism) 
= 5(@,- 1(z)) + a@, lb’)) = t(z) + &‘) 
(using (d), since d:(xi) = 0). 
Now, let z and z’ be two arbitrary elements in d,,, ,(A.). Then 
& + z’) = 5(@,(z + 2’)) = 5(@,(z) + a+ 1 %dxo) + @ok’) - a+ I~O(%)) 
= 5(z) + Id;(~o”~(z’), 
analogously t(z * z’) = l(z) * z’ + z * t(z’) and <(o(z)) = w(<(z)), therefore 
5 is a derivation, which clearly verifies @, + , = 0. 
Finally, given a : d, + ,(A.) + M a derivation with ad, + I = 0, the unique 
morphism f: Z7,(A.) + M such that f< = a is given by 
f( Cal) = 40, . . ..o. a), for all [a] E Z7,(A.). 1 
As an immediate consequence of the above Proposition 4, a simplicial 
object is aspherical if and only if its homotopy groups at dimensions 2 1 
are all trivial. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let A. he a simplicial object in 9, n > 1, and 
r: A,, ,(A.) + ZI,(A.) the derivation introduced in Proposition 4. Then 4 is 
an (n + 1)-cocycle in Z”+ ‘(Cosk”(A.), Z7JA.)). 
Moreover, the exact sequence (I) in proposition 4 induces an exact 
sequence of abelian groups 
Horn n,ca.,(Z7,(A.), M) 5 H”+ ‘(Cosk”(A.), M) $ W+ ‘(A., M) (II) 
for all ZI,JA.)-modules M. 
Proof Let us first prove that 5 is a cocycle, or equivalently that for all 
(z,, ~1, . . . . z,,+~~C~WA.),+~ the alternating sum I:=‘,’ (- l)j ((z,) is 
zero. 
Since Cosk:(A.), +, = A, + , (A.), the elements z, are in A,,+ ,(A.). Then 
we can suppose zi = (xiO, xii, . . . . xin+ 1), with X~E A,, such that xii = xJip,, 
0 < j < i < n + 1. Now, any simplicial object in 9 satisfies Kan’s condition 
[7] and therefore for any z,, 0 ,< id n + 1, there exists w, E A, + , such that 
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dj(wj)=xO, O<j<n, and also there exists WEA,,,~ such that d,(w)= wi. 
Consequently the element d, + J w) E A, + 1 has did,, + 2( w) = d, + ,( wi), and 
the elements ai = d,, +,( wi) - xin + , are in N,(A.) for all 0 6 i < n + 1. 
Using now condition (b) (in the proof of Proposition 4) we have 
t-(z,) = C4> O<i<n+l, 
and 
d,+2(w)=(d,+,(wg),d,+,(w,),...,d,+,(w,+,)) 
=(~,+x,,+,~~l+xl,,+l~...~~,,+l+x,+,,+,) 
=(~,+x,+2,~~,+x,+2l,...,~,+l+x,,+2,+,) 
=(u,,u,,...,u,+,)+z,,+,. 
Therefore 
0=5(~,~+,d,+2(w))=5((u,,u,,...,u,+,)+z,+,) 
= L3% a 1, ..‘> G+,)+tlz,+2) (since di(u,) = 0) 
II + 2
= ;go (- 1)‘4(Zi) (since u~EN,+ ,(A.)), 
and so 5 is a cocycle. 
Consider now the group homomorphism 
<* : Horn nod~,,(A.L W -+ Der(d,+ ,(A.), Ml; 
since 5 is a cocycle, t* takes any homomorphism to a cocycle and so it 
induces a group homomorphism 
5*: Hom,,,,,,(I7,,(A.), M) + H”+‘(Cosk”(A.), M). 
Then we have the sequence 
Hom,,,,,,(Z7,(A.), M)z H”+‘(Cosk”(A.), M) 2 H”+‘(A., M) 
in which clearly d*t* = 0, since @I,+, = 0. 
Moreover, if a cocycle CI :d, + ,(A.) + M represents an element in 
H”+‘(Cosk”(A.), M) which is taken to zero by d*, then there exists a 
derivation 8: A, -+ M such that 
n+l 
cd n+l= C (-l)‘M 
I = 0 
But, since Cosk”(A.), = A, and d, =d;ai,,+, (where dls denote the face 
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operators at dimension n + 1 of A. and Cosk”(A.), respectively), 
c( -crz,’ (- l)jljAi s a cocycle in Z”+‘(Cosk”(A.), M). This cocycle 
represents the same element in H”+’ (Cosk”(A,), M) that c( does, and it is 
taken by a!,*+ i to the zero derivation in Der(A,+ , , M). So, by the exact- 
ness of sequence (I), there exists a H,(A.)-module homomorphism 
S: H,(A.) + M such that t*(f) = CI - crtd (- 1)’ /?d, and therefore a 
represents an element in the image of t*. 1 
Finally we obtain the announced live term exact sequence. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let A. be a simplicial object, A = H,(A.), and M an 
A-module in 9. Then there is an exact sequence of abelian groups 
0 ___f H”(Cosk”(A.), M) 2 H”(A., M) _1, Hom,(H,(A.), M) 
/ 
<* 
H”+ ‘(Cosk”(A.), M) 5 H”+ ‘(A., M), 
.for all n 3 1. 
Proof. The connecting morphism x is defined as follows: 
Given a cocycle CL: A,, ---t M in Z”(A., M), consider the derivation 
N + I 
fi= 1 (-l)‘ad;:d,+,(A.)+M. 
,=o 
Then BQ, + 1 = 0 and therefore, using Proposition 4, there exists a unique 
morphism of H,(A.)-modules f: H,(A.) + M such that ft = 8. Now it is 
clear that /I depends only of the class of a in H”(A., M) and so we can 
define the image, by x, of such a class as f, i.e., x[a] =f 
After Proposition 5, we only need to prove the exactness of the sequence 
in the three first points: 
- d* is indeed an inclusion since tr”(d .) = 1 ,r"lA., 
- Given [a]EH”(A.,M),X[a]<=OifandonlyifC~fd (-l)‘ad;=O 
and this is just the condition of [a] being an element in H”(Cosk”(A.), M). 
Therefore we have exactness in H”(A., M). 
~ For any a E Z”(A., M) we have t*x[a] = [x[cr]S] = 
[cy_‘d (- l)? ad,] = 0. Conversely, if f: H,(A.) -+ M is a morphism of 
A-modules such that r*(f) = [ft] = 0, there exists a derivation a: A, + M 
with ft = c:_‘d ( - 1)’ ad;. Then CI E Z”(A., M) since @I,+ i = 0 and clearly 
~[a] =$ So the sequence is exact in Hom,(H,(A.), M). i 
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4. COHOMOLOGY AND BAER INVARIANTS 
Here we obtain the exact sequences (S,) as a consequence of the exact 
sequences in Proposition 6. 
Given an object A in 9, a simplicial object F. in 9 is said to be a resolu- 
tion of A if F. is aspherical and 17,(F.) = A. 
A resolution F. of A is said free if all F, are free and the free generators 
are stable under the degeneracy operators; i.e., ifXi E F, are the sets of free 
generators, then s,(X,) s Xi+, for all i 3 0 and 0 <j< i. 
Note that, for any object A, the cotriple resolution of A, G.(A), is always 
a free resolution. And also that any truncated free resolution of A can be 
extended, step by step, to a free resolution. 
The comparison theorem asserts that given F., a free resolution of A, B., 
an aspherical simplicial object, andf: A + I7,(B.), a morphism, there exists 
a simplicial morphism f.: F. --+ B. (lifting off), unique up to homotopy, 
such that Z7,(f.) =f: This theorem allows us to define the cohomology 
groups of an object A in 9, with coefficients in an A-module M, as the 
cohomology of any free resolution F. of A 
F(A, M) = H”(F., M), n B 0. 
General properties of this cohomology as well as the fact that it par- 
ticularizes to those well known, such as Eilenberg-Mac Lane cohomology 
for groups, Shukla cohomology for associative algebras or Andre-Quillen 
cohomology for commutative algebras, can be found in [ 1,2, 13, 141. 
Let T: 9 -+ 9’ be an arbitrary functor between varieties of C&groups. 
The n th left derived functor of T, L, T: 9 + 9, n 3 0, is defined by 
LT(A)=n,(TF.)) and L T(f) = nn(T(f.)), 
for any object A and any morphism f: A + B in 9, where F. is a free 
resolution of A and f. is a lifting off, from a free resolution of A to a free 
resolution of B. 
Note that if T preserves colimits, then L, Tg T. Moreover, by Proposi- 
tion 3, L, T(A) is in a canonical way a T(A)-module in 9’. (For general 
properties of these functors, see [7, 123). 
Let us now consider 8 a variety of 9, with associated quotient functor 
U. The n th Baer invariant of an object A in 9 with respect o the variety 
@, denoted by g,JA), n > 1, is defined to be the value of the nth left 
derived of U in A, 
%(A ) = L, WA 1, n3 1. 
Since the functor U preserves colimits, the Baer invariants BJA) are, in 
a natural way, U(A)-modules in 9I and therefore A-modules in 23, via the 
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canonical projection A + U(A). This last fact has been observed 
individually for n = 1 in many particular contexts, for example in varieties 
of groups or associative algebras ([8,9, 1 l]), where 3&(A) is isomorphic to 
the first Baer invariant in the sense of Friihlich [4]. Our method gives 
nevertheless a unihed treatment to the problem of making .2J(A) an 
A-module for all n b 1. 
As a direct consequence of Proposition 6 we have 
PROPOSITION 7. Let 99 be a variety of $3, A an object in 9, and M a 
U(A )-module in g. Then for any free resolution F. of A in 9 and any n 2 1 
there exists a natural exact sequence of abelian groups 
0 + H”(Cosk”(U(F.)), M) + Y(A, M) --+ Hom.(B,JA), M) 
J 
H”+ ‘(Cosk”( U(F.)), M) -+ W+ ‘(A, M). 
where M is considered as an A-module in 9 via the canonical projection 
A + U(A). 
Proof Consider the simplicial object U(F.) in ?3 and the 
ZZ,( U(F.)) = U(A) module M. Since Z7,( U(F.)) = g,JA), by Proposition 6, 
there exists a natural exact sequence of abelian groups 
0 + H”(Cosk( U(F.)), M) -+ H”( U(F.), M) + Hom,(&I,,(A), M) 
/ 
H”+‘(Cosk”(U(F.)), M) + H”+‘(U(F.), M) 
for any n 3 1. But using the adjunction G? 5 $us,On $2, U--1 inclusion, we 
obtain an isomorphism of cocomplexes Der( U(F.), M) z Der(F., M) and 
therefore isomorphisms of abelian groups 
H”(U(F.), M) 2 H”(F., M) = W(A, M), n>l. i 
The following lemma will allow us to identify the first and fourth terms 
in the sequence of Proposition 7, in the special cases of n = 1 or 33JA) = 0 
for 1 d r d n - 1, with the cohomology groups in the subvariety g’, 
3?‘“( U A), M) and W’+r( U(A), M), respectively. 
LEMMA 8. Let P. be a @I-free resolution of an object B in a and M a 
B-module in 3. Then for any n 30, the morphism d.: P. + Cosk”(P.) 
induces isomorphisms 
@(A, M) z H’(Cosk”(P.), M), 
for all O<i<n+ 1 and n>O. 
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Proof. Since d. consists of the identity morphisms at dimensions 6 n 
and a!,, i: P, + i + A,,+ i(P.) is an epimorphism, it is clear that 
9@(A, M) g H’(Cosk”(P.), M) for all 0 d i6 n. Let us see that d. induces 
also an isomorphism for i = n + 1. 
Let CI: P,+, -+ M be a cocycle in Z” + ’ (P., M) and consider Scheme 3, 
where the morphism s: P,+l x~,+,(~.~P~+~ -A.+,(P.) is defined by 
$-G Y) = (O,..., 0, x, y). 
P 
n+lxA n+l(P.lpn+l 
r p,\\ p2 
P . . . . ---__-- ._.._.- ------, p --------.. 
n+2 l n+l 
jP 
n”’ 
S 
d 
\l 
n+2 \ 
d 
II+1 
A n+2(P. 1 
i 
0: A 
/ n+l (p* ) 
M y 
' a' 
SCHEME 3 
Then CY coequalizes (pl,p2). In fact, let (x, ~)EP,,+~ x~,+~(~.~P~+~ and 
consider s(x, y) E A ,,+2(P.). Since P. is aspherical, there exists z E Pnfz 
such that all,+*(z) = s(x, y). But CI is a cocycle and therefore 
n + 2 
o= c (-l)icYd,(z)=u(x)-a(y). 
i=o 
Consequently, since e0, +r : P, + 1 ++ A,, + ,(P.) is an epimorphism, there 
exists a’: A n+ i(P.) + M such that ~(‘d~+, = c(. Moreover, since CI is a 
cocycle and d .: P. + Cosk”(P.) is epic, we have that a’ is a cocycle in 
Z” + ‘(Cosk”(P.), M). 
This construction defines a group homomorphism from H”+ ‘(P., M) = 
%?“+‘(A, M) to H”+‘(Cosk”(P.), M), which is an inverse of d*: 
H”+‘(Cosk”(P.), M) + H”+l(P., M). 1 
We can establish now the main result in this paper: 
THEOREM 9. Let g be a variety of 22, A an object in 9, and M a U(A)- 
module in $8. Then there exists an exact sequence of abelian groups 
0 + C@(U(A), M) -+ g’(A, M) + Hom.(.@,(A), M) 
+ 9S2( U(A), M) -+ S2(A, M). (S,) 
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Moreover, tf Bi( A) = 0 for all 1 < i < n - 1, there also exists an exact 
sequence of abelian groups 
0 + a”( U(A), M) + W(A, M) + Hom,.,(B,JA), M) 
~~~+‘(U(A),M)~~“+‘(A,M). (Sn) 
Proof Let F. be a free resolution of A in 9. Then U(F)) Z U(F,) is 
always a free truncated resolution of U(A) in &J. Let G. be an extension of 
U(F,) 3 U(F,) to a free resolution of U(A) in B. 
Using Lemma 8, we have isomorphisms for i = 1 and 2, 
B’( U(A), M) = H’(G., M) z H’(Cosk’(G.), M) = H’(Cosk’( U(F.)), M). 
Then the sequence S, is just that in Proposition 7 for n = 1. 
Let us note now that, for n > 1, the n-truncated simplicial object 
tr”( U(F.)) is a truncated free resolution of U(A) in &? if and only if 
ZTi(U(F.))=Bj(A) is zero for all 1 dibn- 1. An in this case, the process 
used to obtain (S, ) can be applied to obtain the sequence (S,). [ 
As an immediate consequence we have 
COROLLARY 10. Let 29 he a variety of $2 and A an object in 9. Then, for 
r 2 1, the following conditions are equivalent : 
(i) &?,(A)=O,for all 1 <i<r. 
(ii) S?( U(A), M) z 9’(A, M) for all 1 d i 6 r, and the morphism 
JT+ ‘(U(A), M) + W+‘(A, M) 
is a monomorphism, for any U(A)-module M in 9. 
Let us finally observe that when the object A is g-perfect, s-splitting, or, 
in general, it verifies gfl( U(A), - ) = 0, n 2 2, then there is a short exact 
sequence of Groups 
If in addition we suppose Bi(A) = 0 for all 1 d id n - 1, then 9’(A, M) = 0 
for all 2 6 r <n - 1 and 2Y(A, M) z Hom(BJA), M). These facts 
generalize other already known in cohomology of groups, in fact: 
Suppose 9 is the variety of all groups and B the subvariety of abelian 
groups. Then for any group A and any abelian group M, the cohomology 
in 9 is just the Eilenberg-Mac Lane cohomology of groups, W(A, M) E 
H” + ‘(A, M), n > 1 (see [2]), and the cohomology in the subvariety is 
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P( U(A), M) G Ext”(A,,, M). Now, since for any free resolution F. of A 
there are natural isomorphisms 
where Z(F,) is the ideal augmentation, the nth Baer invariant of A is just 
the integral homology of A at dimension n + 1, 
%(~)~HH,,+1(4~). 
Therefore, Theorem 9 states now that there is a short exact sequence of 
abelian groups 
0 + Extr(A.,,, M) + H*(A, M) -+ Hom(H,(A, Z), M) -+ 0 
and if, moreover, the homology groups H,(A, Z) are trivial for 2 d i 6 n, 
then H’(A, M) is trivial for 3 G r 6 n and 
Hnfl(A, M) z Hom(H,+ ,(A, Z), M). 
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